Directions: 1. Write your Topic (same Topic as before), 2. Read the Internet article, 3. Write two Research Questions about your topic (questions can be same as before or different ones), 4. Write three facts that answer each Research Question in NOTE form, 5. Write your Internet Source after each question (can use 1 or 2 sources).

Research Question 1: __________________________________________

• Fact:

• Fact:

• Fact:

Internet Source
Author (if known) (last name) __________________________, (first) __________________________.

Document Title “ __________________________________________”.

Website or Database Title __________________________________________. Date of electronic publication ____________.

Name of Sponsoring Institution __________________________________________. Date Information was accessed ____________.

URL < __________________________________________>.

Research Question 2: __________________________________________

•

•

•

Internet Source - Write “Same as Above” if you used the same Internet Source for both Questions 1 & 2.

Author (if known) (last name) __________________________, (first name) __________________________.

Document Title “ __________________________________________”.

Website or Database Title __________________________________________. Date of electronic publication ____________.

Name of Sponsoring Institution __________________________________________. Date Information was accessed ____________.

URL < __________________________________________>.